1 Deep convolutional neural networks are known to be unstable during training at high learning rate unless normalization techniques are employed. Normalizing weights or activations allows the use of higher learning rates, resulting in faster convergence and higher test accuracy. Batch normalization requires minibatch statistics that approximate the dataset statistics but this incurs additional compute and memory costs and causes a communication bottleneck for distributed training. Weight normalization and initialization-only schemes do not achieve comparable test accuracy.
1 Deep convolutional neural networks are known to be unstable during training at high learning rate unless normalization techniques are employed. Normalizing weights or activations allows the use of higher learning rates, resulting in faster convergence and higher test accuracy. Batch normalization requires minibatch statistics that approximate the dataset statistics but this incurs additional compute and memory costs and causes a communication bottleneck for distributed training. Weight normalization and initialization-only schemes do not achieve comparable test accuracy.
We introduce a new understanding of the cause of training instability and provide a technique that is independent of normalization and minibatch statistics. Our approach treats training instability as a spatial common mode signal which is suppressed by placing the model on a channel-wise zero-mean isocline that is maintained throughout training. Firstly, we apply channel-wise zeromean initialization of filter kernels with overall unity kernel magnitude. At each training step we modify the gradients of spatial kernels so that their weighted channel-wise mean is subtracted in order to maintain the common mode rejection condition. This prevents the onset of mean shift.
This new technique allows direct training of the test graph so that training and test models are identical. We also demonstrate that injecting random noise throughout the network during training improves generalization. This is based on the idea that, as a side effect, batch normalization performs deep data augmentation by injecting minibatch noise due to the weakness of the dataset approximation.
To compare with many previously published results, we demonstrate our method with the standard ResNet110 and CIFAR-10 image classification task and training protocols. Our technique achieves higher accuracy compared to batch normalization and for the first time shows that minibatches and normalization are unnecessary for state-of-the-art training. We believe the method is applicable generally to the training of any deep neural network including recurrent designs. We further show a fatal problem with L2 weight decay and replace it with an equivalently weighted unity magnitude decay that controls both filter inflation and deflation.
Preface to arxiv edition. This pre-print of the conference submission is revised with reference to the recent arxiv publication of Filter Response Normalization which is an alternative method that also avoids minibatch statistics to improve upon the performance of batch normalization. Due to the high relevance, we compare and contrast our work to theirs and have started additional experiments using their example architectures and tasks.
INTRODUCTION
It is generally accepted that a high learning rate is required for improved generalization and best test accuracy, and this requires normalization of one form or another to achieve state of the art accuracy. Attempts to avoid normalization using novel weight initialization schemes [25] have failed to deliver equivalent test accuracy and have required ad hoc architecture changes. Normalization, and in particular the use of minibatch statistics, has many drawbacks including increased computational cost, larger memory footprint, and communication overhead for distributed training over multiple processors. Despite these drawbacks, batch normalization has yet to be replaced with an equally effective alternative until very recently [26] and so up to now has been the default technique for training deep neural networks. The root cause of training instability is far from proven or even understood, raising the question of whether another approach could succeed while avoiding normalization and minibatch statistics entirely.
Recently, Filter Response Normalization [26] has avoided the use of minibatch statistics and presented higher accuracy results than the batch normalization baseline. This requires activation magnitude normalization within a single sample and so does not avoid normalization. The results are impressive and we believe match our own though we cannot directly compare without further work.
It has been shown that the mean shift component of covariate shift ([4] , [12] , [18] ) may be controlled with mean subtraction using minibatch statistics. Without such control training is adversely affected. But can it be eliminated at its root?
We re-examine the cause of training instability and in particular mean shift, taking inspiration from common mode signal rejection in networks of analog electronic amplifiers. During training, a DNN behaves very much like an analog network in which the operational amplifiers are analogous to convolutional filters. They experience common mode noise at their inputs, just like mean shift. If left unchecked, this causes instability in the forward signal as the mean signal is amplified, just like CNNs. In particular, analog amplifiers use a differential signal at their input that removes the common mode signal which otherwise would be highly amplified. This is our main inspiration and insight. We believe and will demonstrate that the training instability in DNNs is due to the spatial common mode signal alone, and therefore this can be cured without resorting to minibatch statistics or normalization.
A spatial filter has x-y extent (e.g. Dx3x3 where 3x3 is the spatial extent and D the depth), whereas a pointwise filter that is 1x1 has no spatial extent other than the single point. The input from a previous l-1 layer's k th filter may be thought of as a base signal l-1xk that is spatially varying to which is added a constant mean shift l-1Sk that is not spatially varying, at least locally within the spatial extent of the filter kernel. l-1Sk is shared spatially across the weights lWf,k,i which is the k th 2D slice of filter lWf whose weights within a 2D slice are indexed spatially by i. l-1Sk is the channel-wise spatial common mode signal in the k th input to layer l, and this is shared across all filters in the layer. Batch normalization counters this shift in the previous layer by subtracting the minibatch mean, and so in this sense l-1Sk corresponds to the minibatch mean.
If the k th filter in the previous layer l-1 exhibits a mean shift l-1Sk in its output −1 ℎ that disturbs it from the unshifted output where lWf,k,i is the k th 2D slice of the f th filter kernel lWf in layer l and i indexes spatially within the 2D slice, and * is the convolution operator over i. We note that if the 2D slice lWf,k is arranged to have zero mean over i, then the convolution over i is undisturbed since −1 is a constant term for at all positions i and i lWf,k,i = 0. Hence a filter that has channel-wise zero mean (CZM) is immune to mean shift in its inputs. Any mean shift from a previous layer has no impact and therefore mean subtraction is not necessary in that previous layer. This also applies to a previous pointwise layer or any other input as each filter performs mean shift rejection no matter the source of the input. Note that we do not apply this to the first layer in the net that is connected to the input e.g. RGB image.
If the channel-wise zero mean (CZM) condition is slightly relaxed, the filter is still highly resistant to mean shift in its inputs. The question is whether a DNN initialized with CZM will remain in the approximately CZM condition throughout training. In practice we find that it does, but there needs to be some encouragement for CZM to remain sufficiently stable for the optimal result.
The CZM condition defines an isocline within the model space. Any departure from this isocline may result susceptibility to mean shift, which naturally propagates through the net and increases the final loss. We discover that the CZM state is inherently stable during training and we make the observation that there is negative feedback to maintain the CZM state due to the local loss minimum in which it sits. We currently lack rigorous analysis of this phenomenon and leave it to future work. However, we believe the logical argument is compelling and the empirical results support it.
We suspect that the negative feedback introduces oscillation around this local minimum, which we believe is detrimental to optimal training. To reduce this oscillation, we introduce a modification to the gradients in the weight update step outside of the computational graph. As described in section 3.3, we subtract the channel-wise mean of the gradients from the gradients of the weights of each 2D kernel slice which we term channel-wise zero mean gradients (CZMG). By applying this CZMG at each training step, the model remains on the CZM isocline without oscillation. Since spatial convolutional layers in the CZM state are immune to mean shift, and as pointwise layers are typically interspersed with spatial layers, then any mean shift in the pointwise layers is rejected by the next spatial layer and thus the entire model is immune to mean shift.
We must ask whether the model can train effectively when limited to move within this CZM isocline. We find that in practice it can, but in some cases we need to relax the CZM condition. We add a zmg factor to the CZMG subtraction (e.g. 0.85). Though this is a hyper parameter, we have found 0.85 to 0.9 works for a variety of nets that we have tried.
Despite the plethora of weight initialization methods, we find that initialization of filters by a random uniform distribution of unit magnitude, adjusted after the CZM subtraction is applied, as effective as fanin adjusted methods such as He's [10] and Glorot's [8] and Fixup [25] .
As with weight normalization, we reparametrize the filter kernel with an additional trainable scaling factor that is exponentiated. We note that without exponentiation the scaling factor can become negative, so the parameter must train quickly to cross through zero from its initial value of 1. We attribute this to the random filter kernel initialization being randomly inverted for some filters.
During training, filters tend to inflate in magnitude [14] and this is commonly countered by applying L2 weight decay. However, the interplay between the scaling and kernel magnitude in the presence of weight decay causes a dynamic effective learning rate even without normalization due to the relative learning rate step size compared to the filter magnitude. We note that this frequently leads to a runaway deflation of filters whose effective learning rate therefore experiences a spiraling increase. This leads to filters that can no longer learn effectively as their update step moves the model too far in each training step as the weight decay drives their magnitude towards zero. With CIFAR-10 and ResNet110, the baseline batch normalization training typically loses around 25% of its filters to this condition so reducing the useful capacity of the net.
To counter this problem, we replace the L2 weight decay with L2 unity magnitude anchoring (LUMA). The intuition is that the magnitude of the filters in each layer throughout the entire network should remain near their unity initial value during training and only their direction should change. As with weight normalization, scale is controlled by the separate parameter which has no decay. Unity anchoring also acts as a lateral inhibition between channels in a filter, so if one weight needs to increase in magnitude then less important weights must reduce. This naturally leads to sparser connectivity which is known to reduce over-fitting and improve generalization [13] . We assign LUMA the same loss weighting as the replaced L2 decay so there are no additional hyper parameters to search. An analysis of the final model shows that all filters remain very close to unity magnitude.
Finally, we speculate that the effectiveness of minibatch statistics in training generalization is in part due to the noise it introduces into the forward signal since the mean and variance of each randomly chosen minibatch is different. Ad hoc we introduce a multiplicative modulation to the forward signal with random uniform distribution with unit mean and 0.1 amplitude. This gives significant improvement in final accuracy.
To summarize our contributions:
• We introduce channel-wise zero mean initialization (CZMI) for spatial filters that places the model onto a CZM isocline that allows high learning rate training by making the filters immune to mean shift.
• We introduce weighted channel-wise mean gradient subtraction that encourages the model to remain close to the channel-wise zero mean isocline throughout training.
•
We demonstrate the effectiveness of a unity magnitude uniform random distribution in the filter initialization.
We replace L2 weight decay with an L2 unity magnitude anchor that is loss weighted as with L2 weight decay.
We demonstrate direct training of the test graph at high learning rates that outperforms batch normalized training.
We demonstrate that deep noise injection benefits generalization which we note is an unintentional side effect of batch normalization.
RELATED WORK
The two most popular and effective techniques for state-of-the-art training of DNN's in common use are batch normalization [12] and weight normalization [18] . Batch normalization relies on minibatch statistics as an approximation to the dataset statistics. Weight normalization performs best if minibatch mean subtraction is applied. Weight normalization reparametrizes the convolutional filter kernel to separate the magnitude of the kernel from its direction but does not achieve the same performance as batch normalization. We adopt their exponentiated scaling variant mainly to avoid negative scaling values. In addition, it naturally prevents the scaling from overly reducing. The reason is the asymmetric size of a positive step compared to a negative step for the exponentiated scale given a linear training model such as backpropagation. The use of minibatch statistics allows for best final accuracy and model generalization but at the cost of increased computation and memory footprint [5] and is incompatible with many network architectures (e.g. [6] and [17] ) and methods of training [23] . Additionally, when normalization is combined with first order training such as backpropagation and in particular when weight decay is applied, the local effective learning rate of filters varies enormously [14] and so this dynamic and varying local effective learning rate becomes entangled with the choice of the initial learning rate and the annealing strategy. In contrast, we neither apply normalization nor weight decay and so do not encounter the effective learning rate issue.
Without normalization it is found that the learning rate must be reduced to avoid gradient explosion but this does not achieve comparable test accuracy and is slower to train. Attempts to support higher learning rates by using more stable model initialization schemes like Fixup [25] do not achieve comparable accuracy and require changes to the network architecture. Notably, Fixup trains with a learning rate lr=0.1 but the effective learning rate with batch normalization is 0.4 which is 4x higher. In contrast, we train our method with a learning rate of 0.4, as in our method the effective and actual learning rate are the same and do not vary in training.
Very recently, Filter Response Normalization [26] has avoided the use of minibatch statistics and presented higher accuracy results than the batch normalization baseline. However, this still requires normalization of the activation magnitude within a single sample. This spatially couples the response within an activation map which imposes a lateral inhibition regularizer on the training. It is far from clear whether that is a good thing and what other artefacts that could impose on the model, though clearly the method achieves better results than batch normalization on their extensive baselines. However, they omit the simpler CIFAR task, and without that we cannot compare directly. Quite likely they would achieve similar results to our method as we believe it is the mean subtraction that is the main cause for concern with respect to minibatch statistics, and this omission is common to both methods. To address this comparison issue, we are actively engaged in running baselines on some of their results. It may be that their magnitude normalization has a very similar regularizing affect compared to our unity magnitude anchoring though ours is both less computationally expensive and does not require statistics to be collected across the activation map which could be problematical with large input maps.
Also, very recently [27] has shown that eliminating singularities in training with minibatch statistics allows for a micro minibatch to be employed with improved results upon a batch normalization baseline. It would be interesting to analyze our method with this.
For the small minibatch regime, Weight Standardization [28] demonstrates improvements over batch normalization but fails to beat with larger minibatches.
Regarding zero mean weight initialization, [29] demonstrated the application of zero mean weight normalization during training. However, they apply this across both spatial and channel dimensions whereas we consider the common mode signal to be only spatial and indeed applying it across the channel dimension is not effective. Also, we consider this to be a gradient modifier rather than a normalizer within the computational graph, though we concede that an alternative to the gradient normalization is to apply this channelwise to the weights and so within the computational graph. As we found no benefit to this, then we chose the gradient modification approach as it lies outside of the computational graph and so cannot have regularizing side effects to the gradient computation.
Intense study into the training of deep convolutional neural networks has taken a particular focus on residual networks [10] as they demonstrate state-of-the-art performance and are applicable to a broad range of tasks. Much of the literature is devoted to the study of training ResNets both at initialization ( [1] , [8] , [10] , [9] , [22] , [20] ) and during training ( [24] , [14] , [18] , [21] , [7] , [2] , [15] ). Batch normalization [12] still remains the leading training augmentation method for improving the generalization of deep convolutional neural networks ( [11] , [14] , [21] , [7] ).
Though many works have proposed alternative theories ( [4] , [19] , [11] , [21] ) for why batch normalization is so effective, the main explanation remains that a high learning rate explores the solution space more thoroughly, while minibatch statistics act as a regularizer that augments the dataset, which in combination improves generalization. We retain minibatch gradients where appropriate which is orthogonal to our method.
In particular, weight normalization [17] , layer normalization [3] , normalization propagation [2] and group normalization [16] are different approaches that focus on single sample statistics to avoid the computational and memory overhead of using minibatch statistics and to allow training with recurrent neural networks or online learning [6] . All non minibatch methods including weight normalization are noted to have worse performance than batch normalization [7] in comparable settings apart from the recent [26] .
Other techniques build on top of batch normalization, such as generalized batch normalization [24] and batch renormalization [16] but do no match the baseline performance.
A well-known feature of batch normalization is its tolerance to large variation in choice of learning rate, which is thoroughly explored by van Laarhoven [14] . Our method is equally tolerant to choice of learning rate as we demonstrate whereas [26] requires a learning rate warm-up strategy.
Different to all previous techniques, we identify training instability as arising from a common mode signal that if left unchecked grows and prevents effective learning, and in particular the mean shift is identified as the culprit. Previous methods compensate for mean shift by applying mean subtraction or add additional bias parameters [25] [26] . Instead we initialize the model so that all filters lie on the channel-wise zero mean isocline and further maintain this condition throughout training by modifying the gradient update step by applying a weighted channel-wise zero mean subtraction. This achieves higher final accuracy than all previously published results without resorting to minibatch statistics or normalization, and moreover we directly train the test graph albeit with a reparameterization of the filter kernel using the exponentiated scaling variant as described in weight normalization [18] .
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Reparameterization
We reparametrize each convolutional filter kernel W (omitting subscripts for layer and filter index for clarity) according to
where g is a scalar and V is the weights tensor. Note that the scaling parameter g is exponentiated which prevents it from becoming negative and also reduces the gradient as the scaling reduces in size. This has a strong regularizing effect during training to prevent rapid reduction in its size and so has the effect of stabilizing the magnitude of the filter kernel V.
We find that e g must be initialized to be less than 1 for stability in early training. Typically, we set it to 0.8. Smaller values lead to faster and more consistent early training, while setting to 1 may cause the net to diverge after a few hundred steps.
Each convolutional neuron performs the computation
where Φ is the nonlinear activation function (e.g. a linear rectifier) and b is the bias term if used. For inference of a trained model, the exponentiated scaling is combined into the weights tensor.
Channel-wise Zero Mean Initialization
We initialize each filter that has spatial dimensions greater than 1 as follows. First, we draw a uniform random sample X of the size of the weights tensor V.
= (−1, +1)
Next, we subtract from X the mean over the spatial dimensions, which for a typical 3D weights tensor is the two trailing x-y dimensions.
Finally, we normalize the Euclidean magnitude which retains the channel-wise zero mean state.
Channel-wise Zero Mean Gradients
We adapt the gradients ∇V for the weights tensor V by subtracting the weighted mean of those gradients over the spatial dimensions which (assuming a 3D weights tensor with two trailing spatial dimensions) is
where z is a constant hyper parameter. Typically, z=0.85 to 0.9 for ResNet110 and is not particularly sensitive to value. Note that this gradient update step is outside of the computation graph for the model. We call z the zmg factor.
We find that with VGG like networks we can assign z=0.98 or even 1 with no difference in training rate or final accuracy, though with ResNets the zmg factor has a larger effect on final accuracy and training rate. In practice this is a constant set to 0.85 which reduces by 6.6x the gradient component normal to the CZM isocline.
L2 Unity Magnitude Anchoring
Rather than decaying all parameters including weights and biases and scaling to zero as with weight decay, we only decay the Euclidean magnitude of the filter kernels and set the decay target to unity rather than zero. For each filter this gives us an L2 unity magnitude loss
where the subscripted Vi is the i th weight of the weights tensor V and λ is the loss weighting e.g. 5e-4. We choose the loss weighting to be the same as the equivalent L2 weight decay.
EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our approach, we choose ResNet110 and the CIFAR-10 dataset and follow the protocol of the original ResNet paper [10] . This DNN architecture is challenging due to its depth, and many studies ( [19] , [4] , [11] , [14] , [18] ) focus on this architecture and task and protocol to explore the operation of batch normalization and offer explanations for its efficacy. Our choice allows for a direct comparison of our results with the extensive research published on this topic and is quickly trained for exploration of hyper parameters.
The experimental protocol comprises training the net using backpropagation with stochastic gradient descent for 200 epochs at an initial learning rate of 0.1 and annealing by 0.1 at 100 and 150 epochs. The momentum is set to 0.9. Random scaling and flip augmentation is used as with He [10] . Using a minibatch size of 128, we execute 391 training steps per epoch and a total of 78200 steps. We repeat each experiment 8 times and record the mean and standard deviation. For the variations of our method we apply LUMA loss weighting to 5e-4 and for batch normalization we apply L2 weight decay of 5e-4.
Batch Normalization Baselines
We provide batch normalization baselines with L2 weight decay set to 5e −4 and a single learning rate of 0.1, which in all published studies achieves the highest final accuracy. Our results are comparable to previously published figures.
CZMI Baselines
We present channel-wise zero mean initialization only experiments (figure 1) without the gradient adaptation. We choose learning rates of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 to span the range from the batch normalization baseline of 0.1 to the estimated effective learning rate of 0.4.
CZMG Baselines
We combine CZMI and CZMG (i.e. CZMIG) and provide baselines ( Figure 4 ) across a range of zmg factors of 0, 0.85, 0.98, and 1.0 with a learning rate of 0.4 which is optimal. This actual learning rate with filter magnitudes near unity is equivalent to the effective learning rate of 0.4 with batch normalization at actual learning rate of 0.1. With batch normalization, we determine the average filter magnitude by inspecting the model parameters at the end of each epoch. After around epoch 10 the magnitude remains constant in the range 0.4 to 0.6 (typically with some exceptions in the earliest and deepest layers close to the classifier). Given filter magnitudes with a mean of around 0.5, then according to the inverse square law of the effective learning rate [22] this gives a mean effective learning rate of 0.1/0.5 2 = 0.4. Hence our choice of 0.4 for training CZMIG. We observe that the best zmg factor is 0.85 for this task and architecture. A zmg factor of 0.98 was found to be the highest that trains at a learning rate of 0.4. zmg factor of 1 was included for completeness with a learning rate of 0.1. This lower rate is shown because a higher learning rate diverges in this case.
Noise Injection Baselines
We include experiments with and without uniformly distributed noise injection of 0.1 amplitude and unit mean. This is applied at the input to the residual units. Hyper parameter search was used to determine the amplitude and we found this injection point to be the most effective for this architecture. We provide noise injection results at the target learning rate of 0.4 for direct comparison to the baseline batch normalization results. The table above shows the accuracy of the various baselines in descending order for comparison. For CIFAR-10 and resnet110, CZMIG with lr=0.4 and zmg=0.85 with noise injection of 0.1 amplitude achieves the highest accuracy beating the batch normalization baseline by 0.33% which is significant. It is noteworthy that the error range for the model is far less with CZMIG and shows that the method is far more repeatable than batch normalization. Interestingly, at the top of the error range it is shown that the best single batch normalization result matches that of the best CZMIG. Clearly a feature of batch normalization training is not that it cannot achieve a high accuracy, it is just that such high accuracy is not stable and so many experiments need to be run to get a single optimal model. Figure 1 shows that zero channel-wise zero mean weight initialization alone supports training of the ResNet110 at learning rates at and 4 times in excess of the base learning rate of 0.1 used with batch normalization. The best test accuracy is observed at a learning rate of 0.4 (93.33 ±0.11) with a considerable drop in accuracy at 0.1 (93.06 ±0.22). This is consistent with the idea that higher learning rate improves generalization. Also, the best result is considerably lower than the batch normalization and CZMIG baselines (table 1) . However, channel-wise initialization alone is shown to be stable at all learning rates tried. Clearly, initialization alone is not sufficient for optimal training, a result shared by Fixup [25] . . This is a little lower than the batch normalization baseline of (93.7 ±0.55). We believe this is lower accuracy is due to the effect of training with minibatch noise which improves generalization. Without such noise, CZMIG cannot quite match the performance of batch normalization. It can be seen that after each annealing step both the training and test accuracies increase monotonically without any retraction which is in contrast with with batch normalization that has a large rebound. We attribute this to the effective and actual learning rates being the same and being consistent since the filter magnitudes are stabilized near unity by the unity magnitude anchoring loss.
RESULTS
However, with the annealing schedule being tuned for batch normalization baselines, it can be seen that the learning has not hit a plateau yet at the first annealing point. This begs the question of whether delaying the annealing point may have resulted in a higher accuracy, or alternatively whether an even higher learning rate should be applied to increase the rate of learning with the same schedule.
Note that 1D Gaussian smoothing with sigma of 2 is applied to the training accuracy figures only. The test accuracy is worse with higher zmg of 0.98 dropping to 93.64±0.11, and this rapidly deteriorates with zmg=1 where the model is forced to exactly move along the channel-wise zero mean isocline. At least with this task and architecture, some relaxation of the CZM constraint is needed for optimal training. We do not believe this is true of all architectures which we will explore in future work as spot tests with other architectures and tasks have shown zmg=1 to be as effective as lower values. It may be this is relevant only for weakly supervised tasks such as image classification. With the test curves the improvement manifests later in training after learning rate annealing. This suggests that with lower learning rate then noise injection is necessary to avoid overfitting. Figure 5 (opposite) compares the best CZMIG variant with the batch normalization baseline. The actual learning rate for CZMIG of 0.4 is equivalent to the effective learning rate of 0.4 experienced by the batch normalized training with lr=0.1. The CZMIG result clearly outperforms the batch normalization baseline by a wide margin of 0.3, with a mean accuracy of 94.03 ±0.14 versus 93.70 ±0.55. As with the recent result [26] , we demonstrate an improvement over minibatch statistics augmented training. In contrast to [26] , we achieve this by training the plain test net without the assistance of normalization. It is worthwhile to note that the variance of the batch normalization experiments is much larger as well.
Also, with batch normalization after the first annealing point the accuracy jump rebounds significantly, while the error range doubles. At the same time the model deflates, and this increases the effective learning rate and explains the effect as this increase in effective learning rate undoes in part the annealing. For CZMIG the magnitude of the filters is tightly controlled throughout training by the L2 unity magnitude anchoring so that effective and actual 
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated for the first time that deep convolutional neural nets can be trained stably and to beyond state of the art accuracy at contemporary high learning rates without either normalization or minibatch statistics. We do this by placing the model on the channel-wise zero mean isocline of its filters at the start of training and then during training maintain this condition by adapting the filter gradients by subtracting a fraction of their channel-wise mean which curbs the gradients orthogonal to the isocline. The unmodified test model may then be trained to a significantly higher accuracy versus the batch normalized baseline. The final test accuracy is also far more consistent between experiments which may significantly reduce the experimental burden for research into deep learning generally as there are far fewer outlier results and even a single experiment is representative.
Since the CZM initialization and CZM gradient adaptation are outside of the training graph and do not rely on minibatch statistics or normalization, the memory footprint of the training graph and its computational cost are greatly reduced. For multi-GPU training, no synchronization is required which simplifies training with big data within GPU farms or training with high resolution data.
We further demonstrate that noise injection is vital for improving generalization and we speculate that minibatch noise provides this for batch normalization as a side effect. However, in the case of batch normalization, the amplitude of the noise may not be controlled independently.
Abandoning minibatch statistics should pave the way for future research into recurrent neural nets and online training at high learning rates. We believe that CZMIG is compatible with any network architecture and training regime though we concede the need to explore more architectures and tasks.
We demonstrate that the simplest approach to weight normalization using a unit magnitude uniform distribution works as well as more complex filter initialization methods using fanin and fanout or other factors such as layer position within the net.
The unit magnitude anchoring successfully controls the filter magnitudes during training so that they remain near unity throughout. This avoids the catastrophic deflation experienced with batch normalization that leads to runaway effective learning rate increase in some filters which reduces the effective model capacity. As out method maintains stable filter magnitudes, we conclude that the adaptive effective learning rate that is induced by any normalization-based training technique is not a useful side-effect.
Finally, we note that Filter Response Normalization [26] is based upon the idea that the omission of centering the activations by mean subtraction is mitigated by a thresholded ReLU, TLU. However, in our case no mitigation is needed for this omission as centering is irrelevant in the channel-wise zero mean condition. Further, unreported here we have trained without a bias term without loss of accuracy showing the irrelevance of centering to our method.
FUTURE WORK
Though we have shown empirically that the channel-wise zero mean isocline is beneficial to stable state of the art training, we lack a rigorous mathematical analysis. We hope to shed more light on this and develop a principled theory and proof.
In developing the method, we have applied it ad hoc to other tasks and network architectures such as semantic segmentation with improved results compared to batch normalization baselines. Very recently, Filter Response Normalization [26] has shown improved accuracy across a range of tasks using activation normalization in conjunction with a trainable thresholded ReLU, and also avoids minibatch statistics. For direct comparison, we are currently actively working to repeat their baselines with our method. In particular, we will add TLU to our method to investigate whether the CZM condition benefits from the adaptive and increased activation range that it may provide versus a ReLU baseline.
